Hyperspectral imagery (HSI) has emerged as a valuable tool supporting numerous military and commercial missions. Environmental and other effects diminish HSI classification accuracy. Thus there is a desire to create robust classifiers that perform well in all possible environments. Robust parameter design (RPD) techniques have been applied to determine optimal operating settings. Previous RPD efforts considered an HSI image as categorical noise. This paper presents a novel method utilizing discrete and continuous image characteristics as representations of the noise present. Specifically, the number of clusters, fisher ratio and percent of target pixels were used to generate image training and test sets. Replacing categorical noise with the new image characteristics improves RPD results by correctly accounting for significant terms in the regression model that were otherwise considered categorical factors. Further, traditional RPD assumptions of independent noise variables are invalid for the selected HSI images.
This leads to a desire to create robust classifiers that perform well in all possible environments or to make very specialized systems that are only used on very specific areas to ensure the spectral library containing spectral signatures of the materials within an image is as accurate and separable as possible.
Typical hyperspectral target detection algorithms can be separated into two classes, anomaly detection and signature matching. Signature matching compares the observed intensities for all bands of an individual pixel with a known spectral signature contained in a library. Anomaly detection compares an individual pixel's mean observed intensity with the mean and variance of the background. Pixels which are statistically different from the background are identified as anomalies.
Previous efforts to develop robust HSI classifiers have utilized robust parameter design (RPD) techniques where each image was considered a categorical noise variable. This paper presents a novel method utilizing discrete and continuous image characteristics as representations of the noise present in an image. Specifically, the number of unique clusters within an image, fisher ratio and percent of target pixels were used to identify image training and test sets. Replacing categorical noise with the new image characteristics improves RPD results by correctly accounting for significant terms in the regression model that were otherwise considered categorical factors. In addition, it is simpler to create models when the noise variables are not categorical.
Robust Parameter Design
Genichi Taguchi proposed an innovative parameter design approach for reducing variation in products and processes in the 1980's. Montgomery (2009) describes RPD as an approach to experimental design that focuses on selecting control factor settings that optimize a selected response while minimizing the variance due to noise factors at that optimum. Control factors are those factors that can be modified in practice while noise factors are often unexplained or uncontrollable in practice. These noise factors can typically be controlled at the research and development level allowing RPD to be performed. There are two methods to model RPD, crossed arrays and combined arrays. This paper will focus on the combined array or response surface method.
RSM methods focus on the roles of control variables on mean and variance in order to provide an estimate at any location of interest. Typically, second-order models are developed when using RSM approaches and higher order interactions are ignored due to the sparcity of effects principle; noise by noise interactions are also assumed to be negligible. A general matrix form of the fitted quadratic response surface model is in the following equation (Myers and Montgomery, 2002) 
where β 0 is the model intercept, β is a vector of the control variable coefficients, Β is a matrix of the quadratic control coefficients, γ is a vector of noise variable coefficients, ∆ is a matrix of the control by noise interaction coefficients and ε is the pure error of the model which is assumed to be (1 )
(1 )
The prior probabilities required to characterize the variance-covariance matrix might not be available in all situations. Brenneman and Myers also recognized it is possible for robust control settings to be dependent on the m p . Moreover, the true noise in a hyperspectral image is better characterized by the observable features within an image. Thus, the proposed noise methodology was developed.
Image Noise Methodology
There are several potential observable noise characteristics within an image and this paper will focus on three: Fisher score, percent of target pixels and number of clusters. These are not the only characteristics but rather a subset that can be easily calculated within a training set with truth information. Fishers ratio is defined by Lohninger (1999) as a measure for the discriminating power of a variable 
where 1 µ and 1 σ are the mean and variance of the target class and 2 µ and 2 σ are the mean and variance of the background both defined in a truth matrix. The percent of target pixels can be calculated, if there is a truth map, for each image under test defined as
where i v and i w represent the number of target pixels and background pixels in image i respectively. Clustering was performed using Williams (2007) Matlab ® code of Xmeans as described by Pelleg and Moore (2000) .
Unfortunately, these observed noise characteristics do not fit into the traditional experimental designs since the observations are typically correlated and not orthogonal. Figure 1 shows a classical 2 2 factorial design in circles and an example of an observed set of design points in triangles.
Figure 1: Factorial design (circles) versus observed design (triangles)
The decision for which images to include in the training and test sets is not trivial. Identifying a training and test set of images can be considered a combinatorial optimization problem. Formally, a combinatorial optimization problem is defined as a pair ( , ) f Ω
where Ω is the set of feasible solutions consisting of all possible combinations of images and f is the cost function (Hall, 2009 ). Now let j R be the range for noise factor 0 1, 2, 3, j n = … within a given set of images, ω . Further, let the cost function be defined for the previously defined noise variables (1-fisher's score, 2-percent target, 3-number of clusters) as
summing the total range across all three noise variables for a given set of images, ω . Let where k is the number of images to be used in training and n is the total number of images available. This formulation can result in multiple alternate optimal training sets since some images have extreme values of all noise characteristics. Thus, another binary integer program can be solved on the set of alternative optimals to choose a test set of images. Let ω be the complement of ω for optimal training sets. Assuming all images are to be used in either the training or test set, ω is the set of test images to go with a selected set of training images ω . Let i g be the indicator variable for image i in the test set and m be the number of images to include in the test set. Then equation (9) can be adapted to solve for the optimal set of training and test images. 
Results
Training and test images were selected from toy data sets as well as eight images from the Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Experiment (HYDICE). Each image was halved to double the total number of images to 16; image 1 became image halves 1 and 2, image 2 became image halves 3 and 4 and so on. The observed noise values for all 16 image halves are in Table 1 . The algorithm selected images {1,2,4,6,7,8,10,15} for training and {3,5,9,11,12,13,14,16} for test. Note this puts both halves of images one and four in training and six and seven in test. Figure 2 shows a pair wise comparison of the training and test image noise characteristics. There is typically a training and test image near each observed extreme of the chart. This provides adequate separation of the noise characteristics to perform RPD.
Image
Image These images were then used in an RPD of the Autonomous Global Anomaly Detector (AutoGAD) (see Johnson (2008) for the specifics of this algorithm). The experimental design mirrored previous RPD work by Davis (2009) and Miller (2009) using D-optimal designs from Design Expert (see Davis (2009) for specific design information). However, a one-to-one comparison of results will not be presented as Davis and Miller did not halve the images, but rather trained and tested on the complete set of images. Fitting a regression model to the results from training yielded some interesting analysis of variance results. The assumption that no noise by noise interaction exists was not true. R-squared values were as low as 0.5 without noise by noise interactions and were improved by as much as 0.26 when the interactions were included. Table 2 compares the R-squared values with and without noise by noise interactions on four AutoGAD outputs: time, true positive fraction (TPF), false positive fraction (FPF) and target fraction percent (TFP). True positive fraction compares the number of correctly identified pixels with the total number of actual target pixels; false positive fraction compares the total number of falsely labeled (labeled as targets when they were actually noise) pixels with the total number of background pixels. Finally, target fraction percent measures AutoGAD's performance on target clusters. If AutoGAD correctly identifies at least one pixel of a true target cluster, it is counted as a success. TFP is the ratio of these successes to the total number of true target clusters. 
Future Work
A new mean and variance model with noise by noise interactions will be developed to generate a more adequate regression model for RPD. This model will be compared with a neural network representation. Also, D-optimal designs will be compared with the image noise methodology proposed to assess performance characteristics such as time to generate a set of training and test images as well as the separation of the images within each set. 
